
President Obama: When it Comes to Regular
Education Your Education Team Gets a B and
for Wisdom Education They Get a F.

Your education team has wasted 5 years without bringing any real improvement in education; you still

have enough time to create an all round A+ education team!

RIDGEFIELD PARK, NJ, USA, April 27, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Since the times of the ancient

Greek philosophers our sages have understood that most of the ills of society caused by man

are due to lack of the knowledge of wisdom. They believed that if only we could find out what is

wisdom and how it can be taught, most of the man made ills of society would disappear. Ever

since then our wisdom experts are focused on trying to figure out wisdom.

While our sages were right about lack of wisdom being the cause of most of the ills of society;

their understanding of the very nature of wisdom went off the track. They assumed that wisdom

is an independent entity and so till this very day they keep putting wisdom under the

microscope. Wisdom is a by product of an emotionally healthy brain; it is the smoke where the

biochemical production in the brain is the fire. 

They keep putting the smoke under the microscope when it is the how and why the wisdom

producing biochemical reactions in the brain occur that must be figured out. 

Wisdom is indeed real but wisdom is like farming; where the farmer in order to create a bumper

crop does not need to know the process of how the seed turns into a fruit bearing plant. All he

needs to know is how to produce a bumper crop; just as mothers do not need to be experts on

the knowledge of wisdom to raise wise children. Even if mothers had to be experts on what is

wisdom they will still need to know and implement emotionally healthy parenting.

Wisdom is a fragrance of the brain. Just as one cannot teach a flower to create a better fragrance

and will have to improve the physical properties of the plant; it is the physical brain that has to

be re-tuned to produce wisdom. No wonder wisdom generation is a failure as we keep trying to

teach wisdom.

Again as we know wisdom by its attributes we try to teach each attribute. Wisdom is like a cake

where each of its ingredient looses its own identity and merges into becoming the cake; which

produces one cake flavour. As a result a cake is sweet but a cake is not just sugar and so by

trying to create sugar one cannot create a cake. The love in wisdom does not have an
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independent identity of its own. Thus each one of the attributes of wisdom is wisdom. So by

trying to teach love one cannot create wisdom.

Wisdom is not about teaching wisdom. Wisdom is about creating wisdom. Thus the emphasis

has to shift from knowing what is wisdom and teaching wisdom to making sure we create

wisdom generating human beings.

Wisdom is generated by the physical brain. So to insure wisdom generating brains it boils down

to the creation of healthy brains. Healthy brains means physically healthy and emotionally

healthy brains. As the foundation of a healthy brain is created during the first 5-6 years of life; it

is healthy parenting that creates wisdom.

In the latest neuroscience terms an emotionally unhealthy brain is an emotionally challenged

brain and a healthy brain is an emotionally healthy brain. It is clear that an emotionally healthy

brain generates wisdom. In fact it is becoming more and more evident that super mature

emotional intelligence is wisdom. All it takes to create a wise society is to create emotionally

super mature brains.

It is such a tragedy that we keep creating emotionally challenged brains that cause all this mess

and chaos in society  and then we keep trying to control emotionally challenged behavior. Once

defective neuronal wiring of the brain takes place it is like we create nitrogen producing

machines when what we need to create is oxygen producing machines. Then we create laws to

manage nitrogen producing machines to not produce nitrogen and produce oxygen. Can a

nitrogen producing machine really produce oxygen?

No wonder in spite of all the advances in education not much has changed as far as

wisdom/emotional-intelligence education is concerned. We first create emotionally challenged

behavior producing brains and then we try to teach, force, coax, persuade, threaten, preach,

plead, punish the emotionally unhealthy brain to produce emotionally healthy behavior. It is like

we create a bed sheet with holes and then we try to teach, force, coax, persuade, threaten,

preach, plead, punish the bed sheet to become perfect on its own. No wonder our emotional-

intelligence/wisdom education is such a mess and as a result our society is such a mess.

The most common emotionally challenged brain defect we Americans create is by bringing up

our children on the false belief that each one of them is the best. We help create a phony over

confident self image that causes all this emotionally challenged behavior which creates all this

mess in society. You must use the bully pulpit to wake up parents and teachers to doing away

with embedding the emotional baggage in our children that they are the best. We need to create

real champions rather than phony champions.

Wisdom education is very simple. It is well known that by old age man become wise. What

happens is that the emotional baggage that blocks wisdom, gradually gets ground out by the

decades of experiencing real life. We already have the means to grind out the emotional baggage



through brain therapy. Also why let emotional baggage settle in the brain in the first place.

Just look at the way 20% of Americans who are raised wise affect society and just imagine if the

rest of America were raised wise too. What we need is upbringing seminars for parents and

wisdom programing for teachers who will create wisdom in students starting with the very

young.   

If you are really interested in creating a great emotionally healthy society you will have to change

the way we provide upbringing for the young, create a compulsory wisdom creating program for

all students and provide brain therapy for the old to insure a genuinely wise America.
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